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Consumers Union, the advocacy division of Consumer Reports,\(^1\) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the proposed rule by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to amend the National List of Allowed and Prohibited Substances by implementing 29 National Organic Standards Board (NOSB) recommendations.

Summary

We support the proposal to prohibit rotenone in organic crop production by adding it to §205.602 of the National List (nonsynthetic substances prohibited for use in organic crop production). Rotenone is a botanical pesticide that has been linked to Parkinson’s disease in farmers and farmworkers.\(^2\)

The revised annotation for flavors on §205.605(a) of the National List, while not going as far as we think it should go, is an improvement. As long as non-organic flavors are on the National List as allowed substances, we support the requirement to use organic versions when they are commercially available. We therefore support the proposal to amend the annotation for flavors.

\(^1\) Consumer Reports is an independent, nonprofit member organization that works side by side with consumers for truth, transparency, and fairness in the marketplace. We use our rigorous research, consumer insights, journalism, and policy expertise to inform purchase decisions, improve the products and services that businesses deliver, and drive regulatory and fair competitive practices.

We urge the USDA to implement the 2016 NOSB recommendation to remove carrageenan from §205.605(a) of the National List, thereby prohibiting it as an ingredient in organic foods.

Finally, we think too much time has passed since the NOSB’s recommendations to allow calcium borogluconate (2000), activated charcoal (2002), calcium propionate (2002), kaolin pectin (2002), mineral oil (2002), and propylene glycol (2002). Since these materials have not been allowed in organic production due to lack of action, they may not be as essential today as they were when the NOSB made their recommendations in 2000 and 2002. We therefore urge the USDA to request that the NOSB reevaluate these materials.

**Rotenone**

We strongly support the proposal to add rotenone to §205.602 of the National List, thereby prohibit its use in organic crop production. Its use in organic crop production should be prohibited because it poses risks to human health, primarily to farmers and farmworkers.

Rotenone is a natural (nonsynthetic) substance, extracted from a plant and considered a botanical pesticide. While it is unlikely to pose a risk to consumers from residues on produce, it poses a risk to farmers and farmworkers. In experimental animal models, rotenone has been shown to inhibit mitochondrial complex I, induce loss of nigral dopaminergic neurons, and lead to behavioral changes associated with human Parkinson’s disease. A 2011 case-control study found that the use of rotenone by pesticide applicators and farmers is associated with the development of Parkinson’s disease.

While rotenone is no longer offered for sale in the United States, it is still in use in other countries. Since rotenone is a natural substance, it is not automatically prohibited for use on organic farms. Until the USDA adds it to the National List as a prohibited substance, crops sprayed with it can be sold as “organic.” This is not what consumers expect when they buy foods labeled “organic.” According to a Consumer Reports survey conducted in 2015, the vast majority of consumers (89%) think that the organic label should mean that no pesticides were used.

---


Public comments submitted to the NOSB in 2012 reveal that rotenone is still in use to grow crops like bananas on certified organic farms abroad.\(^6\) It appears to be used as well in the production of imported olives\(^7\) and tea.

Both the NOSB’s crops subcommittee and the full board determined that rotenone meets all criteria under the Organic Foods Production Act of 1990 (OFPA) for prohibiting the use of a natural substance in organic farming.\(^9\) The NOSB noted that rotenone has adverse environmental and health impacts, lacks essentiality, and is incompatible with organic principles. For these reasons, the NOSB voted unanimously in 2012 to recommend to the Secretary of Agriculture that rotenone be added to the National List §205.602 as a prohibited natural substance in organic crop production.

We strongly support the proposed rule to follow through on this recommendation and prohibit rotenone in organic production.

**Natural Flavors**

We support the proposal to revise the annotation for flavors in §205.605(a) of the National List. The annotation would require the use of organic flavors when they are commercially available. Organic ingredients should be used in certified organic foods.

Ideally, processed foods with the organic label would contain only certified organic ingredients, and the food’s flavor would be entirely the result of flavors occurring naturally in these ingredients rather than from adding non-organic flavor substances. In fact, §205.600(b)(4) of the federal organic regulations states that substances should not be added to the National List if their primary use is to recreate or improve flavors. Recreating or improving flavors seems to be the only purpose of the flavors that are on the National List.

---

\(^6\) According to our analysis of the USDA Pesticide Data Program 2010-2015 data, there are no residues of rotenone detected on fruits and vegetables. Bananas were tested in 2012, 2013 and 2014.


\(^9\) OFPA states, “the National List may prohibit the use of specific natural substances in an organic farming or handling operation that are otherwise allowed under this title only if—

(A) the Secretary determines, in consultation with the Secretary of Health and Human Services and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, that the use of such substances—

(i) would be harmful to human health or the environment; and

(ii) is inconsistent with organic farming or handling, and the purposes of this title; and

(B) the specific prohibition is developed using the procedures specified in subsection (d).

Subsection (d) lays out the procedure for establishing the National List:
The National List established by the Secretary shall be based upon a proposed national list or proposed amendments to the National List developed by the National Organic Standards Board.”
While we continue to advocate for the removal of flavors from §205.605(a) of the National List, we support this revised annotation as recommended by the NOSB at its October 2015 meeting. The revised annotation is an improvement, since it would require the use of organic flavors when they are commercially available. The annotation maintains the prohibition on the use of synthetic sources, synthetic solvents and carrier systems, and artificial preservatives in flavors added to foods labeled “organic.”

This is an important annotation, since the vast majority of consumers expect organic foods to be free from these materials. According to a Consumer Reports survey conducted in 2015, 86% of consumers think that the organic label on packaged foods should mean that no artificial ingredients or colors were used and 86% of consumers think that no artificial materials or chemicals were used during processing.\(^\text{10}\)

**Carrageenan**

This proposed rule implements 29 NOSB recommendations on National List materials, but leaves out a critical recommendation: to remove carrageenan from §205.605(a) of the National List. The NOSB recommended removal of carrageenan from the National List at its November 2016 meeting.

Carrageenan is a non-organically produced, nonsynthetic ingredient derived from seaweed. It has no nutritional value; rather, food processors add carrageenan as a stabilizer and to change the texture, structure and physical appearance of foods, like dairy foods, plant-based beverages, and lunch meats.

The Organic Foods Production Act of 1990 (OFPA) requires that prohibited materials may be added to the National List for a five-year period only if the use of such substances would not be harmful to human health or the environment, and only if it is considered essential because no alternatives exist.

We are concerned with the impact of carrageenan on human health. Research points to undegraded carrageenan (the type used in foods) causing inflammation.\(^\text{11}\)

---


research in animals has shown ulcerative colitis-like disease and intestinal lesions and ulcerations in some animals. Additional studies in animals have shown carrageenan may act as a promoter of colon tumors.

Research, including studies sponsored by the trade group for carrageenan manufacturers, suggests that food-grade carrageenan contains degraded carrageenan. Degraded carrageenan is listed as possibly carcinogenic to humans (group 2B) by the World Health Organization’s International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). More research is necessary to determine the extent of degraded carrageenan in the food supply and its effect on human health.

Recent research suggests that carrageenan may also contribute to insulin resistance and to the development of Type 2 diabetes. Additional research on this topic is currently

---


Marinalg International, “Status Report on the work of Marinalg International to measure the molecular weight distribution of carrageenan and PES in order to meet the EU specification: less than 5% below 50,000 daltons.”


underway by two groups of researchers, one at the University of Illinois at Chicago and the other at the University of Tuebingen in Germany.17

Carrageenan also fails the essentiality criterion. Given consumer demand for organic foods without potentially harmful ingredients, many companies have responded by eliminating carrageenan from their product formulations, demonstrating that alternatives exist and carrageenan is not essential. Ultimately, the main reason for the NOSB’s decision to recommend removing carrageenan from the National List was that it is no longer considered essential.

We strongly urge the USDA to implement this NOSB recommendation from November 2016 to remove carrageenan from the National List.

Substances recommended in 2000 and 2002

Too much time has passed since the NOSB recommended adding the following substances to the National List: calcium borogluconate (2000), activated charcoal (2002), calcium propionate (2002), kaolin pectin (2002), mineral oil (2002), and propylene glycol (2002). These recommendations were based on information available at the time, including information about available alternatives. Much has changed since 2002, which was the year the organic regulations went into effect. To determine whether these substances would still be considered essential today, we urge the USDA to send these recommendations back to the NOSB and request a new evaluation and recommendation.

Thank you for considering our comments.

Respectfully submitted,

Charlotte Vallaeys
Senior Policy Analyst
Consumers Union

17 Available online at
http://www.diabetes.org/in-my-community/local-offices/chicago-illinois/research.html and
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02629705